
Welcome to the
Future of Machining

App+ Bundle Information Packet



Monitor machine states from 
anywhere in the world. View % 
of complete job and time 
remaining.

#MachineBoard

Web UI available for office use



Request technical support, 
order & price parts, monitor 
machine maintenance, view 
machine documentation and 
perform video diagnostics.

#ServiceBoard



Manage your tools digitally 
with twinio. The web app 
twinio provides you with a 
quick and easy overview on 
your resources - on your 
smartphone and on your 
desktop.

#Twinio

Web UI available for office use



Graphically display machine 
efficiency data, parts 
production, main usage and 
machine state overview. MMR 
Mobile is free forever!

#MMRmobile

Web UI available for office use



How to access the apps?..
Step 1: Fill out and sign the account registration form provided by 
your installation coordinator. That’s it!

Once the form has been signed, please send it back to your 
installation coordinator. Your tapio account will then be created. 
Shortly after, you will get an email requesting to register a password. 
Once logged in to you tapio account, you can download and use 
your apps.

Your apps will start displaying machine data (where applicable) 
once your tapio machines have been connected during machine 
installation process by your Stiles technician.

For additional training or questions, please contact 
techsupp@stilesmachinery.com or call 616-698-6615

mailto:techsupp@stilesmachinery.com


FAQ
Q: What apps are included in the “App Plus Bundle”?
A: MachineBoard, ServiceBoard, & Twinio are included for 12 
months free of charge. You will also get access to MMR Mobile free 
of charge forever!

Q: Does this require a credit card at any point?
A: During the initial promotional period, no. About 1 month before 
your trial expires, you will receive an email requesting to continue 
your tapio subscriptions. From that point, you can choose to renew 
or simply let the trial expire.

Q; How to I get additional help with my tapio account?
A: Just like a machine, you can contact Stiles technical support if 
you have any questions at techsupp@stilesmachinery.com or by 
calling 616-698-6615 during normal business hours.

Q: Is my production and manufacturing data safe with tapio?
A: Absolutely! Data is always transmitted and stored encrypted, 
even within tapio. A secure administration of the keys is especially 
important. Since tapio is based on Microsoft Azure, we consistently 
use all security functions offered by Azure. For all keys, secrets, and 
guidelines, this is the certified key store Key Vault. With Azure 
Threat Detection, Protection, and Analytics, the latest artificial 
intelligence-based methods for threat detection and defense are 
also used. More information can be found here.

Email us (stilesdigital@stilesmachinery.com) anytime or call with 
additional questions.

https://www.tapio.one/en/blog/how-secure-is-my-data
mailto:stilesdigital@stilesmachinery.com


Scan for a full list of 
cloud-based 
solutions.

…your journey begins here 

#tapio
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